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In accordance with
the Act of 4th February,
1994 — Geological
and Mining Law, the
supervision of geologi-
cal mapping is one of
the duties of the state
geological administra-
tion. It involves produ-
cing a variety of
geological maps inc-
luding hydrogeologi-
cal, geoenvironmental,

geochemical, geoturistical and natural resources maps as
well as cartographic documentation of selected outcrops
and geological profiles.

In the recent years the Minister of the Environment
have commissioned a number of gravimetric and magnetic
maps of Poland.

The magnetic maps�T in scales of 1 : 200,000 and 1 : 50, 000
cover nearly the entire area of the country, except for N–E
Poland (the work in the Sudetes is still in progress). This
places Poland in a small group of countries possessing a
thorough knowledge about the Earth’s magnetic field on
their territory.

Gravimetric maps of the Carpathians in the scale of 1:200,000
have been prepared in co-operation with the Czech Repu-
blic and Slovakia.

The main aim of geological mapping is the creation of
an accurate picture of the country’s geology, which serves
as a basis for a variety of economic enterprises. Such geolo-
gical studies are utilised by national and self-government
administration, geological survey and business people ali-
ke. They are used, among others, for the purpose of regio-
nal and local spatial development planning, designing and
construction of roads, prospecting and documenting of natural
resources as well as geological and environmental education.

Cartographic works carried out on behalf of the Mini-
ster of the Environment are financed by the National Fund
for Environmental Protection and Water Management.

The Minister of the Environment fulfils tasks in the
area of geology with the assistance of the Chief National
Geologist, who exercises substantive supervision over the
Department of Geology and Geological Concessions.

The co-ordination of the geological mapping activities
and the performance of related pilot research is executed by
the Polish Geological Institute, which serves as the State
Geological Survey.

In order to ensure the necessary high standards of all
maps and related studies as well as its compatibility, the
Minister of the Environment has appointed a Commission
for Cartographic Works — an advisory body in charge of

controlling and ensuring the quality of geological mapping.
The Commission consists of distinguished specialists in
different fields of geology, mining, ecology, IT, as well as
independent editors, who guarantee a professional and
unbiased opinion on submitted documents.

In 2004 the Ministry of the Environment adopted “The
Ministry’s Geological Mapping Policy 2005–2020”. This
document carries a summary of the geological mapping
activities to date and provides an outline for future projects.

Among the most important geological mapping projects
are the following four series maps in the scale of 1 : 50,000,
consisting of 1069 sheets and covering the entire territory
of Poland: the Detailed Geological Map of Poland 1 : 50,000
(DGMP), the Geological-Economical Map of Poland 1 : 50,000
(GEMP), the Geoenvironmental Map of Poland 1 : 50,000
(GMP) and the Hydrogeological Map of Poland 1 : 50,000
(MHP).

The Detailed Geological Map of Poland 1 : 50,000 is
the basic detailed geological map of the country, a compen-
dium of geological information about Poland, on the basis
of which other geological maps in different scales and on a
variety of subjects are produced. The work on this map
begun in 1956. As of today 116 sheets remain outstanding.

The Hydrogeological Map of Poland 1: 50,000 shows
the hydrogeological conditions as well as economic and
environmental elements relating to hazards and protection
of underground waters. The first sheet of this map was pre-
pared in 1989 and by the end of 2004 all 1069 had been
completed. Currently the work focuses on updates and new
thematic layers.

The next two cartographic series are the Geologi-
cal-Economical Map of Poland 1 : 50,000 (GEMP) and the
Geoenvironmental Map of Poland 1 : 50,000. The former
contains information on mineral deposits, their distribution
and development, as well as selected elements of mining
and mineral processing, hydrogeology and engineering
geology, nature protection, landscape and cultural monu-
ments. The latter is an updated and extended version of the
Geological-Economical Map with new layers concerning
surface geochemistry and waste issues (areas with favoura-
ble and unfavourable geological conditions for the esta-
blishment of waste landfills). MGGP has been edited since
1997 and MGP since 2002. 847 sheets have been made so
far. After completion of all sheets the map will be regularly
updated.

In the early 1990s the digitalisation process of the main
maps series commenced. Strict data format and software
standards were applied, which enabled the incorporation of
the data into the Central Geological Database (CBDG) and
made subsequent updates and extensions relatively easy.

In order to maintain the compatibility of all geological
maps produced in Poland they are produced according to
detailed guidelines published by the Minister of the Envi-
ronment.

A full and unlimited access to geological databases is
available on the Polish Geological Institute premises and
selected types of data can be viewed via the Internet. The
rules and costs of obtaining the data can be found on or
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www.mos.gov.pl/kartografia/index.eng.html;
www.pgi.gov.pl/mapy.

Apart from the maps series described above, the Mini-
ster of the Environment commissions other types of carto-
graphic projects for selected areas and in different scales,
for example: Geological Map of the Tatra Mountains 1 : 10,000
(9 sheets currently under preparation); Map of the Degraded
Areas and Areas of Increased Natural Hazards 1 : 10,000 (4
pilot sheets); Geological Engineering Atlases of the Wroc-
law, Poznan, Gdansk–Gdynia–Sopot and Krakow Agglo-
merations or Geoturistical Map of the Suwalki Landscape
Park 1 : 25,000. About to be finished is the Geological
Map of Poland 1 : 500,000 and the Geological Map of Poland
1 : 200 000 is currently being updated.

Separate databases are created for all the current carto-
graphic projects.

The Minister of the Environment recently commissio-
ned a project “Implementation of the integration of the geo-
environmental databases and Regional Systems of Spatial

Information — for the Opole Voivodship.” The main task
of the project is to enable the local governments to access,
use and update the GIS-based geoenvironmental databases
created for the Minister of the Environment and maintained
by the Polish Geological Institute.

The rapid development of geosciences enhanced by a
steady influx of new geological data and teamed with a
widespread use of state-of-the-art computer software and
hardware, as well as the ever-growing number of geologi-
cal maps’ users requires constant data actualisation and
development of new types of maps and databases. Detailed
maps are prepared for selected areas, using the 3D surface
models, aerial and satellite photography. In order to
improve the safety of data, to enable the creation of conti-
nuous thematic layers for the whole country, and to build
new and improve existing databases, the Minister of the
Environment is planning to introduce an Integrated System
of Geological Cartography (IKAR).

The Polish Geological Institute activities in the cross-border geological mapping
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A b s t r a c t. Cross-border geological mapping is essential for proper understanding of the Poland’s border areas
geological setting and their mineral potential. Close co-operation with geological institutions of the neighbouring
countries is, therefore, necessary. The joint detailed geological mapping of the cross-border areas was difficult
until 1990 because of security reasons. The whole Polish Geological Institute’s mapping activity concentrated,
until that time, on very general cartographic presentations of the regional, European or world-wide geology, tec-
tonics, palaeogeography, mineral perspectives, and so on, in the adequately small scales. Since the early 1990s the
Institute started to develop more systematic, geophysical, geological and geo-environmental mapping of the com-
mon cross-border areas with the national geological surveys and other geological institutions of the neighbouring
countries. The most systematic and most detailed cartographic surveys have been carried out so far with the Ger-
man geological surveys. The Czech, Slovak, and Lithuanian surveys co-operated also very actively. A great carto-

graphic effort has been made on the Baltic Sea geology, as well. Geological mapping co-operation with the Ukrainian, Belarusian, and
Russian institution is eventually slowly building up, too. This paper presents the up-to-date results of the joint Polish Geological Insti-
tute and the neighbouring geological surveys activities in the geological mapping of the cross-border areas, as well as some current,
mapping related activities.
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Geological mapping of the country is one of the statuto-
ry responsibilities of the National Geological Surveys.
Therefore, the Polish Geological Institute, having been
founded in 1919 to function as the Geological Survey of
Poland, was also designated to carry out mapping of all
kind of geological phenomena of Poland. Obviously, the
country’s territory is the main objective of such an activity.
However, geological structures, mineral concentrations or
groundwater reservoirs are not limited by the state bounda-
ries but they usually extend further on, across the political
boundaries. Besides, to properly understand fragments of
geological structures, it is necessary to study the geological
units as a whole. For that purpose, it is essential to maintain
a close co-operation with specialists from the neighbouring
countries, usually to the mutual benefit of all the partners.
Cross-border geological mapping is a starting point and, at

the same time, the foundation of all the international
geological investigations.

During the first period of the Polish Geological Institu-
te existence, i.e., between 1919 and 1939, its activities con-
centrated on the organisation of the basic national surveys.
As far as mapping was concerned, it was first focused on
setting out standards of geophysical and geological map-
ping, carrying more systematic work on the few chosen
fragments of the country’s territory, only.

Participation in the international geological investiga-
tions and mapping intensified greatly after the World War
II, covering also, as far as possible, cross-border geological
problems (Ber, 2004). However, the policy of the East
European communist countries set down very strict secrecy
regulations, including establishment of fairly broad milita-
ry zones along the state boundaries, even between the com-
munist countries themselves. Those restrictions,
additionally worsened by purposedly deformed topogra-
phic background maps, have made cross-border geological
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